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A number of recent studies suggested that visuo-spatial perspective taking (VSPT) occurs
spontaneously when viewing either a human body or an action by an agent. However, it
remains unclear whether VSPT is caused by the observation of an (potential) action or
occurs because the observer infers from certain cues that another mind is present (whether
actions/action cues are displayed or not). To examine whether action cues are necessary for
VSPT, we presented to participants human faces without a torso, that is: stimuli that indi-
cated the presence of another mind, without providing action (effector) cues. Furthermore,
we examined whether ‘relevance’ of understanding the other mind would influence VSPT,
where relevance was manipulated by comparing the effects of observing a fearful versus a
neutral facial expression on VSPT. Results showed that spontaneous VSPT occurs when a
face with a fearful, but not with a neutral, expression is perceived. This indicates that spon-
taneous VSPT occurs (at least more robustly) under circumstances, where VSPT is of ‘rele-
vance’ for understanding the situation. Furthermore, directly observing actions, or action
cues, does not appear to be a prerequisite for VSPT.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

One important component in successful social behavior
is to understand and predict the intentions and feelings of
conspecifics. One crucial step in predicting others’ behavior
is to understand the state the other is in Apperly (2008),
and one component of understanding may be to represent
the world from the viewpoint of the other (Sodian & Thoer-
mer, 2008; Weiskopf, 2005). Given the social importance of
visuo-spatial perspective taking (VSPT), it is not surprising
that there has been a growing interest in VSPT in humans
(Belopolsky, Olivers, & Theeuwes, 2008; Frischen, Loach,
& Tipper, 2009; Thomas, Press, & Haggard, 2006; Tversky
& Hard, 2009; Zwickel, 2009).

A first step to demonstrate that the presence of other
humans involved in a task changes the spatial coding of vi-
sual events has been taken by Sebanz, Knoblich, and Prinz
. All rights reserved.

ckel@psy.lmu.de (J.
(2003). Participants made right/left decisions in response
to the color of a ring on a finger. If this task was performed
together with another person, the irrelevant spatial point-
ing direction of the finger influenced the reaction time
(RT); this was, however, not the case when no second par-
ticipant responded.

The coding of visual events relative to observed human
bodies was demonstrated in a study by Thomas et al.
(2006). Participants saw a human sitting opposite and fac-
ing them. Their task was to detect a tactile stimulus ap-
plied to their own body. They responded faster when the
tactile stimulus was preceded by a visual stimulus on an
anatomically congruent body part of the model. As the fac-
ing condition permitted anatomical and specular congru-
ency to be dissociated, the results showed that the visual
stimuli were coded relative to the observed human body.
By using houses as control stimuli, the authors could show
that the effect depended on the presence of a human body.

The importance of actions for VSPT to occur was under-
lined by Frischen et al. (2009). In this study, participants
had to reach to a target location while ignoring a visual
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distractor stimulus. In such situations, reaches are typically
delayed to targets appearing at locations, where there had
been a distractor on the previous trial, with the biggest
slowing found for distractors close to the participant (Tip-
per, Howard, & Houghton, 1998). The same selective slow-
ing was found by Frischen et al. (2009) in a single-person
condition. However, in another condition in which the
reach on the previous trial had been performed by a facing
person, the strongest slowing was observed for targets at
distractor locations close to the facing individual. This
was interpreted as showing that the reaching action was
encoded from the perspective of the model (see Belopolsky
et al. (2008), for a related observation).

That VSPT also affects verbal descriptions was shown by
Tversky and Hard (2009), who asked participants to de-
scribe the location of objects in pictures. On some trials,
participants spontaneously described the objects relative
to a depicted person in the scene. This tendency was fur-
ther increased by focusing on an action, which was manip-
ulated by asking participants, for instance, ‘in relation to
the bottle, where does he place the book?’ rather than ‘in
relation to the bottle, where is the book?’.

Importantly, the presence of a human body is not a nec-
essary condition for spontaneous VSPT to occur, as shown
by Zwickel (2009). In this study, VSPT occurred even in the
case of triangle objects, as long as these exhibited move-
ment patterns that elicit interpretations in terms of agency
or mental states (Abell, Happé, & Frith, 2000). Here, partic-
ipants were to respond as fast as possible to dots that were
presented either to the right or to the left of a moving tri-
angle. In one condition, the spatial decision was the same
when made from the viewpoint of the participant and
when made from the perspective of the moving triangle.
For example, when the triangle was pointing upwards, a
dot presented on the right side as seen from the observing
participant was also on the right side as seen from the
heading direction of the triangle. When the triangle was
pointing downwards however, these decisions were in
conflict. In this case, a dot presented to the right of the tri-
angle as seen from the viewpoint of the participant was on
the left relative to the heading direction of the triangle.
This conflict led to slower responses. Slowing was signifi-
cant only when the triangles moved in a way that typically
leads to the attribution of agency, and it was more pro-
nounced in animations in which mental-state attributions
are typically made.

The study of Frischen et al. (2009) suggests that the
observation of an action is sufficient for VSPT to occur in
the presence of a human body, whereas the study of Zwic-
kel (2009) indicates that perceiving an action (whether of a
human or a triangle) is sufficient and the presence of a hu-
man body not necessary. Finally, the studies of Thomas
et al. (2006) and Tversky and Hard (2009) show that, in
the presence of a human body, VSPT occurs even when
no actions are displayed, suggesting that the presence of
a human body is sufficient for VSPT to occur. Note, how-
ever, that a torso, too, displays effectors for actions, and
arms were made relevant in the detection task used by
Thomas et al. (2006). Thus, it remains unclear whether
VSPT occurs only when (potential) actions are observable
or simply when the presence of another mind is detected.
This is an important issue, as it concerns the feasibility of
an essentially action-centered account of VSPT. The current
study was designed to shed light on this question by exam-
ining whether a face stimulus alone (i.e., without a torso
that could potentially display action cues) would engender
VSPT.

A related question addressed in the current study was
whether the relevance of taking the perspective of some-
one else would have an influence on spontaneous VSPT;
that is, would detecting another mind alone be sufficient
for triggering VSPT, or would some relevance of perspec-
tive taking be necessary? In the study of Zwickel (2009),
VSPT did not appear to depend on the visual properties
of the stimuli, but rather on the relevance of VSPT for story
understanding (e.g., one triangle could not ‘see’ the other
from its view point). Similarly, we expected that making
the visuo-spatial perspective of the face more relevant
would increase the likelihood of VSPT. Relevance was
manipulated by comparing faces with emotionally neutral
expressions to faces that exhibited a fearful expression
(increasing the relevance of the depicted person’s perspec-
tive). The emotion of fear was chosen because we assumed
it would make VSPT relevant for understanding the cause
of the depicted person’s fear (see Putman, Hermans, &
Honk, 2006).

2. Experiment

To measure VSPT, we compared performance in a task
in which responses to spatial stimuli were the same when
made from the perspective of the participant or from that
of the observed face (congruent task), to a task in which re-
sponses from the perspective of the participant and that of
the observed face differed (incongruent task). In the latter,
occurrence of VSPT would lead to response conflict, which
should slow RT performance.

In the incongruent task, participants decided whether a
dot on the computer screen was displayed to the left or the
right of the face. The correct response to this dot would dif-
fer when performed from the perspective of the observed
face; from the perspective of the face, the responses would
be reversed. In the congruent task, participants were to de-
cide whether a dot was presented above or below the face.
The presentation of a black rectangle of the same size as a
face stimulus served as a baseline against which to test
VSPT.

Furthermore, we wanted to examine the influence of
attention on this effect, in particular, whether it would
be necessary to direct attention to the emotion of the face
for finding a difference between neutral and fearful faces.
To manipulate attentional set, participants had to indicate
after their spatial decision either whether the face (if pres-
ent) had been a female or male face (gender instruction) or
whether it had displayed a neutral or a fearful expression
(emotion instruction).

If the mere presence of a face led to VSPT, one would ex-
pect stronger VSPT effects in the neutral-face compared to
the baseline condition, evidenced by a selective response
slowing on incongruent, but not congruent, trials. The
influence of VSPT relevance was tested by comparing the
fearful face against the neutral-face condition. The influ-
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ence of relevance should be observed as a (particularly
marked) response slowing on incongruent trials in the
fearful-face condition. Finally, an influence of attentional
set was expected to become manifest in stronger VSPT in
the emotion instruction condition.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Twenty-two participants took part in the experiment

(mean age 25 years, 11 females). Two of them were re-
cruited as replacements for two participants who failed
to follow the task instruction.

2.1.2. Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a 19” computer screen (85-Hz

refresh rate) positioned 50 cm in front of the participants.
Responses were collected from a standard keyboard.
Twenty-four edited versions of the Karolinska faces
(Lundqvist & Litton, 1998) were used (12 females, 12 males),
with their hair removed and the (colored) faces grey-scaled
and presented against a black rectangular (4� in width and
6� in height) background. These stimuli were presented on
a white screen surround. Twelve of the images displayed a
neutral and twelve a fearful expression. Filled black rectan-
gles of the same size as the faces served as baseline stimuli.

2.1.3. Design and procedure
Half of the participants started with the gender instruc-

tion and then switched to the emotion instruction, and vice
versa for the other half. Each part started with an instruc-
tion screen detailing the task, followed by 20 training trials
and 288 experimental trials. The instructions told partici-
pants to (internally) make their dot location and gender
or, respectively, emotion decision at the same time, rather
than postponing the second task. This was further encour-
aged by presenting a (checker pattern) mask after the first
response. Trial order was pseudo-randomized with the
constraint that each face/baseline stimulus and dot loca-
tion combination occurred with the same frequency.

Trials started with the display of a face stimulus (or a
black rectangle in the baseline condition). After 500 ms, a
dot (.5� in diameter) appeared 1� to the right, left, top, or
bottom of the stimulus for 35 ms. Participants were to re-
spond as fast as possible by pressing the ‘k’ key to a dot on
the left and the ‘l’ key to a dot on the right. The ‘e’ key was
to be pressed to dots appearing above and the ‘d’ key to
dots below the face. Upon this response, the face stimulus
was replaced by a mask, which was surrounded by the Ger-
man words for ‘don’t know’, ‘nothing’, ‘male’/‘fearful’, and
‘female’/‘neutral’ in the gender/emotion task, respectively.
The individual words were placed randomly 13� to the
right, left, top, and bottom of the face stimulus. Partici-
pants selected one of the alternatives by pressing the key
that matched the direction of the selected word (‘k’, ‘l’,
‘e’, or ‘d’). After the response, the screen went blank and
a new trial started.

2.1.4. Data analysis
RT was measured from the onset of the dot. For analysis,

trials on which the dots were responded to with the wrong
key were removed, as were all trials with RTs longer than
1500 ms and, respectively, shorter than 150 ms (3% of the
trials). The remaining RTs in a particular experimental con-
dition were filtered according to a 3-standard-deviations
procedure (5% of the trials).

As we were mainly interested in the differential effect
of the face stimuli on the left/right and top/bottom deci-
sion tasks, rather than in absolute RT values, we calculated
a direct measure of this, namely DDE (=dimension differ-
ence effect), that is, the difference in (mean) RTs for left/
right trials minus top/bottom trials, computed separately
for each face condition and participant. Higher DDE values
in one face condition compared to another would indicate
that RTs were relatively prolonged for left/right trials com-
pared to top/bottom trials. Furthermore, we subtracted the
(mean) baseline DDEs from the neutral- and fearful-face
conditions to derive a quantitative measure for VSPT (VSPT
value). Finally, these VSPT values were examined in a re-
peated-measures ANOVA with the factors instruction (gen-
der, emotion) and face (neutral, fearful).

2.2. Results

Table 1 details the mean RTs for each condition. As can
be seen, RTs increased from the baseline to the neutral-face
condition for both left/right and top/bottom decisions.
However, only RTs for left/right decisions increased from
neutral to fearful faces, while there was hardly any differ-
ence between neutral- and fearful-faces for top/bottom
decisions. This was the case whether the participants had
to focus on the gender or the emotion of the faces. These
observations were corroborated by a significant main ef-
fect of face (F(1, 19) = 5.46, p < .05, g2 = .22), with no main
effect of instruction (F(1, 19) < 1) and no interaction be-
tween instruction and face (F(1, 19) = 2.38, p > .10). Table
2 reports the mean VSPT values and 95% confidence inter-
vals for the neutral and fearful-face conditions; Fig. 1 pre-
sents the mean VSPT values for the two face conditions. As
can be seen from the 95% confidence intervals, only the
fearful-face condition differed significantly from baseline
(t(19) = 3.43, p < .05), but not the neutral-face condition
(t(19) = 0.08, p > .10).

3. Discussion

Participants had to make a spatial decision in response
to the eccentric location of a briefly presented dot. When
they simultaneously looked at a fearful face in the screen
center, they co-represented the visuo-spatial perspective
of the face. This led to slower responses under task condi-
tions in which the responses from the adopted and from
the participant’s perspective were in conflict. Accordingly,
VSPT values differed significantly from baseline only for
fearful faces, but not for neutral faces. The size of the VSPT
effect, of 26 ms, was virtually identical to that reported by
Zwickel (2009) for the difference in VSPT between ‘theory-
of-mind’ and random conditions. The stability of VSPT ef-
fects across different paradigms is reassuring.

One caveat remains. Emotion and dot location judg-
ments might share some kind of polarity correspondence
(e.g., Proctor & Cho, 2006). Every condition required the



Table 1
Mean RTs, and associated standard errors (in brackets), in milliseconds, for each instruction (gender, emotion) and face (baseline, neutral, fear) condition as a
function of task (left/right = horizontal, top/bottom = vertical) and the dimension difference effect (DDE). Values averaged across the two task conditions are
also provided (average). Note that due to reporting rounded values, DDE values do not have to match the difference between Horizontal and Vertical values
exactly.

Face Gender Emotion Average

Horizontal Vertical DDE Horizontal Vertical DDE Horizontal Vertical DDE

Baseline 587 (32) 636 (34) �49 (20) 599 (34) 643 (32) �44 (14) 593 (32) 640 (29) �46 (15)
Neutral 613 (37) 648 (35) �35 (21) 640 (34) 699 (40) �59 (15) 627 (34) 674 (33) �47 (15)
Fearful 625 (39) 648 (35) �23 (21) 675 (43) 692 (36) �17 (17) 650 (38) 670 (32) �20 (17)

Table 2
Mean VSPT and 95% confidence interval values (lower and upper limits) in
ms for each instruction (gender, emotion) and face (neutral, fear) condition.
Note that due to reporting rounded values, VSPT values do not have to
match the differences between the face condition and baseline when
calculated from Table 1 exactly.

Face Gender Emotion

VSPT Lower Upper VSPT Lower Upper

Neutral 14 �6.12 33.47 �15 �43.54 13.72
Fearful 26 0.41 51.96 27 1.87 51.26
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same number of left and right judgments. However, if the
gain in reaction time due to correspondence and the loss
due to non-correspondence were asymmetric, this could
make the interpretation of our results more complex. To
exclude any influence of polarity correspondence on our
results, we included the side of dot presentation (left/right)
as a factor. If polarity of emotion and dot location played a
role, an interaction between face (neutral/fearful) and dot
location (left/right) on RTs should be obtained. However,
side of presentation did not interact with emotion (all
interactions involving side of dot location and face emo-
tion: ps > .50).

By comparing performance in tasks that should or
should not be affected by VSPT, we showed that VSPT does
not occur spontaneously in response to a face showing a
neutral expression; rather, it occurs when the emotion of
fear is displayed. This pattern was obtained independently
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Fig. 1. Mean visuo-spatial perspective taking (VSPT) values, and associ-
ated 95% confidence intervals, for neutral and fearful faces. Positive values
denote more VSPT compared to the baseline condition; negative values
would indicate less VSPT compared to the baseline; and values near zero
denote the same degree of VSPT as in the baseline condition.
of whether or not attention was directed to emotion by the
task instruction. The absence of a neutral-face effect on
VSPT in these situations indicates that it is not simply
attention being directed to the emotional expression of a
face, but rather the presence of a fearful expression that
engenders spontaneous VSPT.

The present findings suggest that it is not the observa-
tion of actions, or action cues, that leads to VSPT. Rather,
VSPT occurs because of the detection of a mental state. In
this view, action cues are only one kind of cue to attribut-
ing a mind and faces another. However, simply detecting
the presence of another mind does not automatically trig-
ger VSPT. Rather, some kind of relevance of VSPT appears
to be required. Presumably, the display of actions or action
effectors/cues in earlier studies established this necessary
relevance. In the present study, we manipulated relevance
by showing a fearful (vs. neutral) facial expression. One
might speculate that when fear is observed in the other,
VSPT supports detecting the source of the fear by taking
into account what the other is seeing at the moment. Note,
though, that the tendency for VSPT to occur might be en-
hanced by action processes in the observer that are invoked
by observing an other’s emotional (e.g., fearful) expression
(this was suggested to us by an anonymous reviewer). On
this view, VSPT would be reinforced (or even triggered in
the first instance) by the observer preparing for some ac-
tion in response to the other (e.g., a flight reaction in re-
sponse to a fearful face), even though no direct action is
observed. Further work is necessary to elaborate the role
of such invoked action processes in VSPT.
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